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grades for the government and with the black market getting a lot of the live stock the private buyer of better meats comes out on the short end, along with the white market packers. He advised freezing meat when the club manager could get enough ahead. There should be a good supply of pork, he said. Lamb and veal picture isn't bright. It would have done club members and house committee chairmen good to hear Kahn tell about the expert fussiness of club managers in buying better meat than the public generally gets elsewhere.

Class Air with Linen

David T. Park of William Liddell & Co., veteran authority on linens, remarked that there's still nothing that gives the main dining room of a club the class look of white Irish linen table napery. Color in half-linen and cotton goods fits in nicely with other dining rooms. Printed goods should be laundered more carefully than white or woven bordered goods. Park counseled. He called attention to the fact that “a sloppy table set-up, tables poorly lined up, table cloths which seem as though they had been thrown at tables” can ruin the appearance of an otherwise beautifully decorated room. Park advised conserving because “we are in for another year of short supply” in linen, cotton and half-linen goods. He suggested the managers check up with their laundrymen, who have plenty of troubles of their own, but could be reminded to use as little bleach as possible. Egyptian long staple cotton mixed with rayon is among the new materials being considered for club table cloths and nankins, Park noted.

The picture of the golf club management field was subject of a talk by Herb Graffis, editor of GOLFDOM.

Tourney Finance

Turf Research

Pres. Percival E. Furber, New York Metropolitan Golf Assn., writes presidents, green and golf committee chairmen of the association's member clubs:

"The USGA is establishing experimental stations throughout the country so experiments heretofore carried on in Washington will be held in all sections. It has long been recognized that what may be best in Washington may not necessarily apply to other parts of the country.

"The USGA has made arrangements with the State Agricultural College (Rutgers University), New Brunswick, N. J., to carry on this work for the Metropolitan district.

"Dr. Fred V. Grau, who has succeeded
Dr. John Monteith as full-time Director of the Green Section of the USGA, is in direct charge of this work. Rutgers will supply the grounds, the labor, the office space and the office help, but the Metropolitan district must supply the money to pay the salary of the agronomist, who will be available at all times to visit your course and give expert advice. He will also devote himself to experiments at Rutgers.

The Metropolitan GA is vitally interested in this work and we feel that every member club has an equal interest in the project. It has therefore been suggested that each and every club hold a special One Day tournament for their members on the week-end of May 25-26, 1946. Entry fees will be $1 per round and players may play more than one round. This tournament would be called 'The Turf Tournament' and the entire proceeds would be turned over to the Metropolitan GA to be used exclusively for Green Section work.

"It is hoped that each member club will put up its own prize for this event so that a substantial amount of money may be raised.

"As the golfer is the one to benefit from any improvement in his own course he should have no objection to this small contribution.

"We would greatly appreciate the inclusion of the dates of this tournament in the printed golf schedules of all our member clubs."

WESTERN GOLF ASS'N TOURNAMENTS

Open ................. Sunset CC, St. Louis—May 24-26
Amateur ............. Northland CC, Duluth—Aug. 5-11
Junior ............... Iowa State College, Ames—June 17-21

RUTGERS EXPERTS WRITE BOOK—Ten of the agricultural experts of Rutgers university faculty have collaborated in writing "Grounds for Living" which the Rutgers University Press, New Brunswick, N. J., has published at $2.50. The 324 page book is sub-titled "The Home Dwellers' Complete Guide to His Lawn, Trees and Gardens." It is a simple, practical and thorough job that greenkeepers can safely endorse to members who keep coming to them for the answers in trying to give their places the golf course or private estate class appearance. Gilbert H. Ahlgren, widely known to greenkeepers because of his New Jersey short course work, writes the chapter on lawns and makes it plain that the home dweller should not wish to have a lawn line a golf green. He gives the same sort of simple understandable advice a smart greenkeeper would give a member about a lawn. The soil chapter by Firman E. Bear is another especially good one for the club member who may think that all he has to do is ask the greenkeeper a few questions, then go home and get himself a